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The Vitals
Focused on Building High Value 
Branded Consumer Portals

Based in Huntsville, AL

Patented Database Technology for 
combining MLS data into one dataset

19 Years building online real estate 
database solutions

25 years building Automated 
Valuation Models

Formed a partnership with FBS in 
2017 offering Spring to all 180,000 
FlexMLS customers

Also building Spring-on-AMP with RPR 
and 4400 MLS subscribers



What are we here to talk about?

• Solid Earth developed and released a RESO “inspired” REST-API in 2011, 
the same year that FBS released the Spark API

• Since then, Solid Earth has focused on the front-end, FBS on the back-end

• In 2017 FBS and Solid Earth partnered to re-wire Spring to Spark

• This month Solid Earth has a new commitment for Spring-on-RPR/AMP

This presentation is a look at the FBS project, the obstacles and the benefits 
of operating in a fully integrated environment. 





Role-Based Publishing

Four Roles to Control Access, Search, 
Communication & Reporting:

1. Anonymous - Consumers, not logged in
2. Buyers and Sellers - Consumers Logged in
3. VOW Consumers - Consumers tied to a member
4. Professional Users - MLS Members

a. Agents
b. Office Managers
c. Brokers
d. MLS Admin



Landing Page Search Results Listing Detail Page (LDP)

Agent/Office Search Agent/Office Profile Mapping

Two Versions, 
Landscape 

and Portrait, 
of 10 Basic 
Pages x the 
number of 
Property 

Classes x four 
responsive 
breakpoints











Brokers set how many minutes listing 
agents have to claim the lead...

… and how many minutes they have 
to wait to clain a second one… 

...or override the system altogether by 
providing a parser address...

...and then choose which agents can 
see the UnClaimed Leads.



Leads come to the listing agent, and 
fails over to the Office Leads tab...



Members see a dashboard with 
information specifically tailored to 
their listings and their leads. 



So that’s Basically how Spring works.

Since all the queries and references were 
signed to consume RESO API data, switching 
from the Spring API to the Spark API, or the 

RPR/AMP API  is not that hard. 

It’s not Plug and Play, but its getting there. 

This is an example of how the new system is 
working on a live site.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BxhjNMfwiKlPLUZ0c1diaE0zRU0/preview


Spring User Interface

Spark API

FlexMLS User 
Interface

MLS Information Saved Seaches Contacts/Leads



When Consumers click on the big 
orange “Work with this person” 
button...

… the site adopts IDX/VOW display 
rules for the duration of the 
consumer’s property search (until 
they push the “divorce” button)

… and at the same time, we write the 
new Prospect’s contact into into Flex 
through Spark.  









Lets try that live, for the first time here on live TV. 

siborsparkstaging.solidearth.com

http://siborsparkstaging.solidearth.com


So now, all 180 FBS 
Cities, and coming this 

Spring two new 
RPR/AMP cities, will 

have API-driven, 
Standards-inspired 

Content Management 
Systems from Solid 

Earth.
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